Quantized friction across ionic liquid thin films†
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Ionic liquids – salts in the liquid state under ambient conditions – are of great interest as precision lubricants. Ionic liquids form layered structures at surfaces, yet it is not clear how this nano-structure relates to their lubrication properties. We measured the friction force between atomically smooth solid surfaces across ionic liquid films of controlled thickness in terms of the number of ion layers. Multiple friction-load regimes emerge, each corresponding to a different number of ion layers in the film. In contrast to molecular liquids, the friction coefficients differ for each layer due to their varying composition.

The importance of friction, and its reduction by lubrication of the sliding surfaces, has been recognized since ancient times and yet some of the most fundamental questions in this area remain unresolved.1,2 The classical laws of friction and lubrication do not apply at the nano-scale, where molecular interactions and arrangements determine the surface forces.2–4 The current renaissance in the study of friction mechanisms is motivated by the need to understand and control shear motion and lubrication in microscopic devices and between nano-scale objects.5–9 Of particular significance in microscopic systems, or when the external load is relatively small, is the adhesion contribution to the measured friction force.9–12 The presence of a thin liquid film between two solid surfaces can dramatically modify the friction and adhesion forces between them, and a particularly interesting case arises when the liquid molecules are arranged in layers between the surfaces leading to multiple adhesion values corresponding to different numbers of ion layers in the film.13–15

Ionic liquids16 are a particularly attractive class of fluids for precision tribological applications due to their low melting point and wide liquid range, extremely low volatility, high thermal stability, lubrication and wear-protection characteristics, and electrical and thermal conductivity.17–19 The interfacial structure of ionic liquids at charged surfaces consists of alternating positive and negative ion layers extending several layers into the bulk.20,21

This alternating cation/anion structure is even more striking when the liquid is confined to a film between two surfaces: measurements of the surface interaction force as a function of surface separation reveal large oscillations, substantially stronger than van der Waals or mean-field electrostatic interactions, corresponding to sequential squeeze-out of layers from between the surfaces. In contrast to molecular liquids, ionic liquids squeeze out two layers at a time – one cation layer and one anion layer – in order to maintain electroneutrality in the film.15,21–25 Despite the burgeoning interest in ionic liquids and their intricate nano-structure, very little is currently known about their mechanism of lubrication.26,27 To address this, we performed measurements of friction across films of ionic liquid with key features distinct from earlier studies15,26–28 and allowing new quantitative analysis: friction is measured across ionic liquid films of precisely controlled thickness (number of ion layers), at both positive and negative applied loads, and the adhesion and real contact area are measured concurrently. Our high resolution measurements reveal the following notable features for the first time in ionic liquid: (i) discrete friction regimes for each integer number of ion layers in the film, leading to discrete multi-valued (‘quantized’) friction as a function of load; (ii) stick-slip friction observed below a critical velocity (different for each number of ion layers); and (iii) different friction coefficients measured for each film thickness. This latter point implies that the mechanism of friction across ionic liquids is qualitatively different to non-polar liquids, where the friction coefficient is independent of film thickness.14 Put together, these findings point at new ways to control friction in microscopic systems and to develop ionic liquid lubricants for specialized applications.

The ionic liquid, 1-butyl-1-methylpyrrolidinium bis[(trifluoromethane)sulfonyl]imide or [C₄C₅N][NTf₂] (Fig. 1(a)), was confined between two mica sheets in a Surface Force Balance (SFB) (Fig. 1(b), and further details provided in ESI†). The mica sheets are each ~1 cm² area and ~2 μm thickness, atomically smooth and...
step-free over the whole area, mounted in crossed-cylinder orientation with radius of curvature $R \sim 0.01$ m. When immersed in ionic liquids, mica surfaces have a high negative charge due to dissociation of $K^+$ ions from the lattice.\textsuperscript{15,29} The thickness of the liquid film between the sheets was measured with sub-molecular resolution using optical interference according to a method described in detail earlier.\textsuperscript{30} We measured the normal interaction force, $F_N$, as a function of mica–mica surface separation, $D$, and the lateral force, $F_L$, between them (as a function of $D$ and $F_N$) which arises when one surface is translated by a lateral displacement $x_S$ at velocity $v_S$. The measured friction responses contained certain features which are defined here as follows (and indicated in Fig. 2): If the film supports a finite stress then during initial translation $F_L$ will increase up to a yield force, $F_{S,Y}$. If shearing then proceeds by smooth sliding, the lateral force required to maintain sliding is the kinetic friction force, $F_{S,K}$. If shearing proceeds by stick–slip, $F_L$ ranges between a minimum of $F_{S,K}$ at the stick-point and a maximum of the static friction force, $F_{S,ST}$, at the slip-point. If $F_{S,Y} > F_{S,K}$ (or $F_{S,Y} > F_{S,ST}$ in the case of stick–slip) then a stiction spike is observed, of height $F_{S,Y} - F_{S,K}$.

The profile of $F_N$ with $D$ is an oscillatory function (Fig. 1(c)) due to the packing of the ions into layers and the sequential squeeze-out of pairs of ion layers, as expected for ionic liquids: in the case of $[\text{C}_4\text{C}_1\text{Pyrr}]\text{[NTf}_2\text{]}$ between negatively charged surfaces the stable film structures contain odd-integer numbers of ion layers,\textsuperscript{24} which we label as $i = 3, 5, 7, \text{or } 9$, as shown schematically in the insets to Fig. 1(d). As a result of the oscillatory force-law between the surfaces across the liquid it is possible to vary $F_N$ over a certain range including positive and negative values – while the number of ion layers, $i$, in the film remains constant. By performing this compression–de-compression at constant $i$, and at the same time applying lateral displacement to the top surface and detecting the resulting $F_L$, we were able to measure $F_{S,K}$ as a function of $F_N$ for each number of ion layers between the surfaces. The result reveals quantized friction regimes (Fig. 1(d)). Thus there exists a friction–load relationship for each value of $i$, and the friction is multi-valued for each single value of load. This latter point is illustrated in Fig. 1(e) where closely similar values of $F_{S,Y}$ give rise to different values of $F_{S,Y}$ and $F_{S,K}$ depending on the number of ion layers.

Each of the quantized friction regimes follows an approximately linear $F_{S,K}$ vs. $F_N$ relationship with non-zero $F_{S,K}$ measured at zero (and negative) values of $F_N$. The friction at zero applied load originates in the contribution from the adhesion force between the surfaces, $F_{adh}$, which is different for each $i$, as seen...
from the $F_{S,k}$ minima in Fig. 1c. $F_{S,k}$ can be expressed as a linear combination of load-dependent and adhesion-dependent contributions:

$$F_{S,k} = \mu F_N + \alpha \left( \frac{A^i \cdot F_{adh}^i}{\pi d^i R} \right)$$

(1)

where $\mu$ is the load-controlled friction coefficient, $\alpha$ is the adhesion-controlled friction coefficient, $A^i$ is the flat contact area, $d^i$ is the distance between the shearing liquid layers, and superscripts $i$ denote values for a film containing $i$ layers. In our experiments we directly measured $F_{adh}$, $F_{S,k}$, $R$, and $d^i$ whilst controlling $F_N$. $A^i$ is related to $F_N$ and $F_{S,k}^i$ by the JKR equation and was determined after in situ calibration of the elastic modulus. Thus it was possible to determine values of the coefficients $\mu^i$ and $\alpha^i$ for each discrete film thickness. We found that for the films consisting of 9, 7 and 5 ion layers $\mu^i$ increases gradually in the range 0.082–0.172 (±0.008), whereas for $i = 3$ the gradient is much steeper giving $\mu^3 = 0.812 \pm 0.090$. The adhesion contribution to the friction gives coefficients with closely similar values for all $i$; $\alpha^i = 0.19 \pm 0.04$ (all values are provided in ESI†). The increase in $\mu^i$ as $i$ decreases is likely due to the greater degree of interlocking of the layers for small $i$; the layers closer to the mica surfaces are more ordered, and have greater anion/cation excess concentration, and therefore have greater inter-layer attractions for the same value of contact area and a greater activation barrier for ‘unlocking’ the surfaces to allow shear.

To obtain further insight into the molecular reorganization taking place during shear we recorded high resolution traces of $F_L$ as a function of lateral displacement of the top surface for a range of $F_N$ and $v_S$. Fig. 2 and 3 show examples for $i = 7$; qualitatively similar results were observed for $i = 9, 7, 5, 3$. Over the range of $F_N$ and $v_S$ studied the films exhibit a well defined yield point, with $F_{S,y}$ increasing in magnitude as $F_N$ increases, and stiction spikes at the onset of sliding (Fig. 2). At low $v_S$, shearing of the film then progresses by way of a series of stick–slip cycles characterized by saw-tooth traces (Fig. 3(a)). At a critical $v_S$ (Fig. 3(b)) the stick–slip disappears and above this velocity the film shears with a smooth sliding motion (Fig. 3(c)). It was notable that $F_{S,k}$ is independent of $v_S$, whilst $F_{S,y}$ is weakly dependent on $v_S$. Once the direction of applied lateral motion is reversed, similar behavior is observed in the opposite direction.

The clear yield points indicate solid-like behavior of the ionic liquid confined to films of $i \leq 5$ ion layers. Subsequent stick–slip behavior observed at lower $v_S$ is most often attributed to a series of freeze-melt transitions. However in the case of
ionic liquids a full-film melt is unlikely due to the high Coulombic energy barrier of ions swapping between layers, so the stick-slip is likely to involve either interlayer slips or intra-layer melting. Furthermore, the particularly high values of $F_{S,k}$ compared to $F_{S,\mu k}$ indicates that mid-film cation layers – the structural feature present in films of greater thickness but not in the $i = 3$ film – may shear-melt or slip at lower stress than the other layers and thus be responsible for the lower yield force of the thicker films.

The quantized friction presented here is a direct result of the multiple discrete values of the adhesion-controlled contribution to the total friction, and is expected to be general for liquids which form layered structures in thin films. Indeed, experiments in our laboratory with a range of other ionic liquids have revealed quantized regimes corresponding to the layer structure in every case. The result rationalizes previous reports of discontinuities in the friction across molecular liquids when the number of layers changes, demonstrating multiple quantized friction regimes with varying friction coefficients and quantifying the effects of adhesion on the overall friction force. This result will be pivotal in explaining the boundary lubrication of rough surfaces where the liquid film is of varying thicknesses across the contact zone: the total friction is made up of differently weighted contributions from each film thickness despite uniform applied load. Thus the quantized friction regimes resolved here using atomically-smooth surfaces will provide a link between single-asperity and rough-contact friction.
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